(a)
The (Pl)tx-y)+(xy)=x
The pseudodifference operator of a Browerian algebra must satisfy PI, which says that all of the information in x is either contained in y or is contained 
LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT MODEL OF SOFTWARE MERGING
This section discusses some properties of the change-merging operator in Berzins [ 1991] , which is defined as follows.
We know that (f-g)+/%+(h -g)=(f-g)+jjgh +(h -g) because HZ
= flz(g +~) = fgh +~h and &h E~h = (h -g) (this equivalence holds also for Browerian algebras, but the proof is longer). 
LJLi
The only additions and removals included in the change transformation should be those necessary to transform g into f.
was suggested in Berzins [1991] , these assumptions uniquely determine f-gl=T[cz, bl. This minimality property suggests that change merging should be defined
). This was shown to be equivalent to (Ml) in Berzins [ 1991] .
We now assess the adequacy of our formalization of the change-merging some input value x for the front end for which the first change does not affect either the output of the front end ( fl( x) = gl( x)) or the output of the entire system ( fz( fl( x )) = gz(gl( x ))), and the second change transforms the output of the front end into a value affected by the first change to the back end but not affected by the second change to the back end ( fz(h 1(x )) + gz( h 1(x )) = h ,(hl( x))).
A concrete example of this is a simple text formatter composed of two parts.
The front end determines which words go on each line, and the base version .
Valdls Berzlns
The following calculation (property P3) shows that functional composition distributes over the program merge operation from the right.
The derivation uses the fact that~o c = g o c. . 1897
). Since a IS an atom, cases 1 and 2 cover all possibilities Vol. 16, No. 6, . Valdls Berzlns g, and h are all distinct,
If c is computable we must have C( L ) = L except when c is a constant function, and in that case Theorem 4.4.4 becomes an equality. This gives us C( 
PROOF.
Suppose g2 G f2, h2 and g, G f,, hl. This characterization is independent of the programming language in which the software objects are described and can be applied in many contexts. We note that the HPR algorithm [Horowitz et al. 1989 ] is correct with respect to our characterization for the cases in which it does not report any conflicts. 
